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Golf, skiing cut from athletic program
By BOB BLACK
Montana Kalmln Sports Editor

Golf and skiing no longer exist
as varsity sports at the University
of Montana.
The University Athletic Commit
tee voted last night to accept
Athletic Director Harley Lewis'
recommendation to cut the two
sports from the men’s program,
leaving only eight sports in the
program.
The eight sports remaining in
the men's program are: football,
basketball, cross country, track

and field (Indoor and outdoor),
tennis, wrestling and swimming.
In a memorandum submitted to
the committee, Lewis suggested
those sports be eliminated, and he
plans to make that same sugges
tion to UM President Richard
Bowers. Earlier this year Bowers
ordered two sports be cut from the
men's program as a money savings
measure.
The cuts will mean a savings of
$6,500 in the more than $450,000
men's athletic budget.
The elimination of golf and
skiing was approved with some

reluctance from committee
members who questioned whether
the cuts would be In the best
interest of the university.
John Dayfies, chairman of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, said he felt "uneasy"
about cutting the sports.
"We all feel uneasy," added
Lewis. "The Athletic Department
has gone on record as saying we
do not want to eliminate any pro
gram.”
Dayries said he was apprehen
sive because the two programs
may not be reinstated In the future.
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"Once we cut out those pro choice of competing under "large
grams we'll never get them back college" or "small college" status,
because we're always going to but new guidelines recently adopt
need more money for football and ed by the Association of Intercolle
basketball," Dayries said. "It's a giate Athletics for Women has split
goddamned gorilla, It'll eat you the divisions three ways — Div
ision 1, Division 2 and Division 3.
up."
Sharon Dinkel, women's inter
An alternative proposal was
submitted by John McQuiston, collegiate athletic director, asked
acting director of Sponsored Pro the university apply for Division 1
gram Administration. He suggest status in five sports — basketball,
ed the department "line out" the volleyball, track, crosscountry and
budget for the two sports, but offer gymnastics — and Division 2 in
them to students who still wished tennis and swimming.
to compete under the auspices of
The basic difference among the
UM.
divisions is the number of scholar
This proposal was rejected, ships allowed.
however, because of legal prob
Division 1 offers the most scho
lems with liability and because larships, Divsion 2, 25 percent of
insurance requirements would still those offered in Division 1 and
have to be met.
Division 3, none.
The committee also discussed
The students who have been
receiving financial aid will not lose the possibility that the women's
their aid, Lewis said. Their aid will program might cost more money if
be phased out according to their it competed in Division 1. Lewis
said if UM offered the maximum
eligibility status.
He added that any athlete may number of scholarships allowable,
transfer to another university with the cost increase would be about
out affecting his athletic eligibility $147,000.
“I don't anticipate full funding in
and could participate immediately
all seven sports," added Lewis.
without penalty.
The committee also discussed “There may be just one or two” in
the fate of the women’s program, the near future.
The committee decided to send
which must decide by May 1 what
the question to the athletic director
division it wants to compete in.
The university currently has the and Bowers for them to decide.

Commissioners hear
mill bonds debate

,

CB endorses peace vigils
faculty fees for recreation
ment and has done extensive work
with the survivors of the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima in 1945.
Reynolds will be on campus May
Central Board last night gave
away $100, appointed a new direc 9, 10 and 11 to lecture, attend
tor for the Student Action Center classes and show a movie of the
and voted to support two campus aftermath of the bombing.
The board also appointed Chris
recreation proposals and two
“silent vigils” commemorating the tine Kabler, graduate student in
Kent State and Jackson State creative writing, as SAC director.
SAC is a student-funded organiza
killings in May of 1970.
The board gave Roger Duns- tion working out of the ASUM
more, assistant professor of hu offices. It oversees a wide range of
manities, the $100 to help fund a programs including recycling pro
jects, student internships and
lecture by Barbara Reynolds.
Dunsmore said Reynolds is landlord-tenant programs.
involved in the World Peace Move
There was no opposition to her
By TOM HARVEY

Montana Kalmln Reporter

ap po intm en t from
board
members.
Kabler told the board she is
interested in “immersing students
more in the outside world.”
Kabler will receive $225 each
month as director. The center has
requested $17,553 in student fees
for next year.
Jim Ball, Campus Recreation
director, also appeared before the
board to outline two proposals
from his department.
The first suggested a $10 per
quarter or $35 per year fee to staff
• Coni, on p. 3.

Personnel offices united
By BOB VERDON
Montana Kalmln Reporter

University of Montana President
Richard Bowers has decided to
combine the functions of the
offices of personnel services with
those of the equal opportunity
office following the resignation of
the director of personnel services,
Janice Decker.
The reorganization of the offices
follows a pattern established by
the appointment of Patricia Dou
glas as vice-president for fiscal
affairs and Mike Montgomery as
coordinator of the men's and
women's basketball programs.
By consolidating the two pro
grams, and in effect creating a new
position, Bowers was able to
forego a national search for a new
director of personnel.
Bowers announced in a memo
randum dated April 21 that as of
July 1 the two offices will be under

the direction of Lynda Brown,
currently equal opportunity offic
er.
According to that memo, the
administration anticipates the
change “will effect considerable
savings in personnel dollars with
out a commensurate reduction in
service to the campus."
Under the reorganization,
Brown will report to Douglas, but
will have direct access to Bowers
on questions of alleged violations
of institutional, federal or state
policies and practices.
Decker said in an interview
yesterday she submitted her resig
nation about a month ago because
her philosophy of management is
“diametrically opposed" to Bow
ers' philosophy.
Decker's resignation becomes
effective June 30.
Decker, who has held the posi
tion since last August, said she had
been accustomed to “a lot of

authority and independence" in
her former job as director of labor
relations for the state university
system of New York.
Saying she had had no such
authority in the UM position, she
said she resigned because of an
“accumulation of episodes," but
declined to elaborate.
Similar positions at other
schools are considered “cabinet
level," she said, but added that
administrators at UM do not seem
to consider the position of primary
importance.
As personnel director, Decker
said she considered her primary
job to be working with the 13
unions organized on campus.
She said she had not known
anything about the reorganization
until she received the memo yes
terday.
Bowers, Douglas and Brown
were all out of town and unavaila
ble for comment on the reorgani
zation.

By ED KEMMICK
Montana Kalmln Raporte

Warnings of more air pollution in
Missoula clashed with predictions
of economic growth and increased
energy conservation at a public
hearing in the Missoula County
Courthouse yesterday before the
county commissioners.
At issue was the proposed
expansion of Hoerner Waldorf's
Frenchtown mill and the possible
financing of that expansion
through county-insured bonds of
up to $30 million.
The proposed expansion in
volves construction of a boiler that
would bum wood waste in the
production of steam. The use of
county-backed bonds would allow
Hoerner Waldorf to finance the
construction at lower-thancommercial rates of interest and
would not cost the county any
thing.
The commissioners, who have
the power to approve or reject the
bond issue, have sponsored three
similar bond issues for Hoerner
Waldorf expansion since 1971.
Representatives of Hoerner Wal
dorf, led by Missoula attorney Ty
Robinson, argued that the pro
posed expansion would ultimately
provide about 480 jobs In con
struction, maintenance and sup
port services such as logging and
truck driving.
Because the boiler would be
fired by wood wastes, they con
tinued, the- mill could increase
production without further deple
tion of natural gas and fossil fuels.
Marvin McMichael, manager of
wood procurement for Hoerner
Waldorf, said much of the wood
waste would come from local mills
that ordinarily use the waste for
landfill, and from the waste left on
logging road rights-of-way.
McMichael said use of waste for
the boiler would reduce fire ha
zards in landfills and would Cut
down on burning along logging
road rights-of-way.
Those opposing the use of
county-backed bonds for the ex

pansion, however, argued that
whatever benefits the expansion
would bring, the air quality of
Missoula would suffer.
County Health Officer David
Feffer cited a number of statistics
showing Missoula had violated
federal air pollution standards
many times last year. He said
increased production at the mill
would only aggravate the problem.
He also said that since many
citizens have been asked to curb
pollution through reduced use of
fireplaces, stoves and incinerators,
it would be "inappropriate" for the
county commissioners to help
finance the expansion.
Ward 5 Alderwoman Jackie
McGiffert, saying the people of
Missoula are opposed to further
mill expansion, asked the commis
sioners to “pay some attention to
the wishes" of the people.
Marilyn Rusoff, a member of the
Missoula County Air Pollution
Control Board, said the board
circulated a petition which essen
tially stated that air pollution levels
should never again be allowed to
reach the high levels recorded in
December 1976. The board ga
thered 10,000 signatures.
She said the number of signa
tures is proof the people of Mis
soula are not in favor of increased
expansion of the Frenchtown mill.
Rusoff also questioned Hoerner
Waldorf’s claim that expansion
would increase employment in the
area. She argued the jobs would be
only temporary and that Missoula
County would have to absorb the
unemployed workers when the
construction job was finished.
Attorney Ty Robinson said the
question of increased air pollution
"is a concern we all have," but, he
added, the hearing was not "the
proper forum to be discussing"
pollution problems.
Robinson said Hoerner Waldorf
has been “a good neighbor,"
making a real effort to control
particulate emissions from the
mill.
The commissioners announced
they will make a decision on the
bond issue by Wednesday.

Dioxin, weed control
and mothers’ milk
You are, as the saying goes, what
you eat. Nothing is more basic to
human life than food, beginning with
mother’s milk. One of the most toxic
substances known to man, dioxin, has
shown up in milk taken from mothers in
Texas and Oregon. The samples were
taken by Dr. Patrick O’Keefe and Dr.
Matthew Meselson of Harvard Univer
sity.

manufacturing 2,4,5-T blew up. By
early November, 28 people in the
surrounding area had developed chlo
racne. By July 1977, a year after the
explosion, the number had risen to 130
and the attendant symptoms of depres
sion, irritable behavior and loss of
sexual drive had begun to appear.
Spontaneous (as opposed to induced)
abortions doubled.

Dioxin is the active ingredient in
2,4,5-T, the defoliant sprayed over
large areas of Vietnam. This chemical
is still !n use as a roadside defoliant and
herbicide for crops and pastureland in
the United States.

The Italian government has spent
and continues to spend vast sums in
the attempt to clean up the area, to
keep leaves from contaminated trees
from blowing into clean areas, to keep
the spores of fruits and vegetables
exposed to dioxin from taking root
elsewhere. No one knows when the
people evacuated from the area will be
allowed to return to their homes, if
ever.

It is currently used by various
counties in Montana in their weed
control program, and 2,4,5-T is the
herbicide the Forest Service wishes to
spray over large areas of National
Forests in Idaho.
2,4,5-T is scarier than hell.
In 1970, 2,4,5-T was shown to cause
fetus deformation in laboratory anim
als. This information brought the
immediate end to further use of the
chemical as a defoliant in Vietnam, and
was the impetus for President Ford’s
declaration in 1975 that the United
States would no longer use herbicides
for military purposes unless someone
else used them first.
Between 1962 and 1970 the U.S.
military sprayed five million acres of
Vietnam with 2,4,5-T. There is evidence
(by way of fish and crustaceans caught
in Vietnamese waters) that dioxin has
entered the food chain. This study was
also done by the two men at Harvard.
In the United States, where the
herbicide is still in use, more than five
million acres of land are sprayed with it
every year. Dow Chemical, the manu
facturer of 2,4,5-T, claims that the
dioxin in the herbicide is easily and
completely degraded by sunlight and
soil bacteria. Why then is dioxin
turning up in mothers' milk?
It is agreed that dioxin is extremely
toxic — to people, animals and plant
life — but no one agrees on just how
toxic it is. Or how long it lasts.
For instance, there is the case of the
two English pipe fitters. The men were
asked to attach collars to some new
equipment. The collars had previously
been briefly attached to vats which had
three years before held dioxin, but had
been “repeatedly and rigorously
cleaned with high-pressure steam
jets.” Within a month of doing this work
both men developed symptoms of
dioxide poisoning. Within a year, so
had the wife of one man and the son of
the other. Analysis of the cleaned vats
and the pipe fittings showed no trace of
dioxin.
Dioxin causes severe damage to
internal organs (especially the liver),
severe depression, memory distur
bance, loss of sexual drive, sterility and
death. The first symptom of dioxin
poisoning seems to be the develop
ment of chloracne, an extreme version
of so-called "teenage" acne, which
may not show up until months after
exposure to the poison.
In July 1976, an Italian factory

You see, the only way to destroy
dioxin is to burn it at extremely high
temperatures, at the temperature
whiqh is used to forge steel, for
example. Even this is a tricky business
since one mistake in the process can
cause more damage than the spraying
of 2,4,5-T itself. An American scientist,
in Italy to help the Italian government
cope with its problem, has called the
burning of dioxin-contaminated mate
rial “the most tricky thing in the world.”
Hexachlorophene, habitally used to
bathe newborn babies and containing
20 parts per billion of dioxin, was*
banned from general use in the United
States after it was connected to infant
convulsions, paralysis and brain dam
age in laboratory animals, and the
deaths of nearly three dozen infants in
a French hospital.
Dioxin is now showing up at the rate
of 60 parts per trillion in the fatty
tissues of cattle which grazed in
pastures sprayed with 2,4,5-T. And it
appears that dioxin may be a cumula
tive toxin.
The Environmental Protection Agen
cy has been trying half-heartedly to
ban the use of 2,4,5-T since 1970. It has
not had the staff nor the political
backing so far to counter the success
ful lobbying efforts by Dow Chemical
on behalf of its lucrative product. The
Pentagon no longer wants to have
anything to do with 2,4,5-T, but the
Department of Agricultural boosts it as
a necessary herbicide and is among
those opposing EPA’s desire to ban the
stuff.
Tests are underway to determine the
long-range effects of dioxin, but will
take years to complete. Meanwhile,
Dow continues to claim that 2,4,5-T
biodegrades and is destroyed by
sunlight and soil bacteria.
Why then is dioxin appearing in
mothers’ milk?
Oppose the use of 2,4,5-T by the
Forest Service. Oppose its use as a
weed killer in Montana. Write to your
congressmen and senators, both state
and national. Read the article which
appeared in The New Yorker, July 25,
1977: remember that you are what you
eat.
Susan Wenger

- —
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Missed point

Editor: I would like to comment on your
April 24 article on the Justice for Political
Prisoners march that was held last Friday. It
seems that your reporter missed much of
the point of the march.
True, this march was held partly in
support of Bryan Black. However, your
reporter failed to recognize that there were
other speakers and other emphases in the
march. John Milkovich delivered a message
on Black’s sentence and on the judicial
system in Missoula in general. McCarthy
Coyle chastised the nuclear-military
establishment. Richard Orton was also
present and told of the plight of the
American Indians and the injustice dealt
some of those people after the Wounded
Knee occupation.
The point of the march was that justice is
needed for all political prisoners, not just
Bryan Black. Certainly the march was
prompted by the incidents surrounding
Professor Black's imprisonment. However,
there was a broader range to the march
than Bryan Black’s imprisonment alone.
Because of the sensationalism surrounding
the Black situation the Kaimin ignored the
true purpose of the march.
Scott Hedegaard
junior, psychology

Challenge
Editor In response to Susan Wenger’s
editorial in the April 25 Kaimin I would
personally like to challenge any individual
or group on this campus to prove that
Greek fraternities are not democratic.
Central Board was completely justified in
funding Robert Clamper’s trip to Reno, Nev.,
for the Western Regional Interfraternity
Council Conference for the following rea
sons:
• Several large universities such as
University of Wyoming and Washington

State University benefit a great deal from
recruitment done by Greeks in the summer.
Sharing ideas about this summer recruit
ment technique was a major part of the
conference.
• If any group as large as the Greeks
(about 450 total members) will take it upon
itself to recruit for the university in the
summer, using its own money, it is entitled
to at least $180 from the university to
provide it with the know-how to do a better
job of recruiting.
UM desperately needs matriculates and
should accept the fraternities' offer of help
and give them the minimal assistance that
they need.
Tom Keogh
former student
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Celebrating the sun
Next week, Sun Day comes on Wed
nesday. Organized by the same people
who originated Earth Day eight years
ago, Sun Day is designed to "lead the
United States into a solar era.”
All across the country, events are
being planned to promote solar power.
In New York, there will be a sunrise
concert at the United Nations. In
Cheyenne, Wyo., there will be an open
house for a community-built solar
greenhouse.
Here in Missoula, the celebration of
sun energy begins this weekend. At
Horizon House on Saturday, you can get
hands-on experience in building solar
collectors, and on Sunday there will be
the New Horizons Fair II with alternative
energy exhibits and dealer displays. On
Monday and Tuesday, energy seminars
are planned at the courthouse at 7:30
p.m., and on Sun Day itself there will be a
tour of solar homes.
According to national Sun Day organ
izer Denis Hayes, “solar energy is
technically feasible and economically
sound right now. To begin the transition
to a solar era, we need only an educated
market and an organized political con
stituency. Sun Day will help provide
both."
Right now, solar power is very fashion
able. The government recently set up the
National Solar Heating and Cooling
Information Center. By calling the
Center's toll-free number you can re
quest basic information in laymen's
terms on solar technology, the names of
architects and builders specializing in
solar design and lists of books and
periodicals.
Also, an ad hoc Solar Coalition of
congressmen and public interest groups

is drafting pro-solar legislation. The
group is also concerned with President
Carter’s budget for the next fiscal year,
which grants $16 million less for solar
projects than last year.
Solar energy is definitely a major part
of the answer to our energy problems
and it’s encouraging to see the attention
it’s getting.
However, even an alternative energy
source can be abused. As farmer-poet
Wendell Berry puts it, “. . . the basic
cause of the energy crisis is not scarcity:
it is moral ignorance and weakness of
character. We don’t know how to use
energy, or what to use it fo r... If we had
an unlimited supply of solar or wind
power, we would use that destructively,
too, for the same reasons.”
For instance, some so-called “futu
rists” want to cover the Southwestern
desert with solar collectors. Other Star
Trek types want to orbit solar-powered
space colonies around the earth. Senile
old Buckminster Fuller dreams of eve
ryone living in wart-like, plastic geodesic
domes powered by the sun. All these are
examples of high-technology solar “so
lutions" which would perpetuate many
of the problems of conventional energy
use.
Solar energy can be a sensible,
humane alternative if we keep it simple,
decentralized and compatible with the
land. Solar energy promoters should
keep in mind their goals and the benefits
they are seeking, and then direct their
technology toward these goals.
With these things in mind, let's cele
brate the sun. See you on Sun Day.
Bill Cook
senior, journalism

Most Democratic hopefuls support school funding
By CATHY KRADOLFER
Montana Kalinin Contributing Reporter

June 6 is primary day in Monta
na. Missoula voters will have a
wide variety of candidates from
which to choose their party's
standard-bearers in the November
general election.
Yesterday the Kaimin offered a
brief summary of the views of the
Democratic party's candidates for
state Senate. The House of Repre
sentative candidates are presented
today. Most of the candidates
expressed their views at a meeting
of the Democratic Central Com
mittee on April 11. Candidates
Waldron, Ladayne and Hensel
were contacted by phone.
House District 94
The three candidates for House
District 94, which includes the
university area, said they favor
adequate funding of the university
and vo-tech systems.
Dan Kemmis said he was "very
much committed" to helping the
University of Montana. He said he
would also like to work for tighter
clean air standards and bus system
funding.
Jack Mudd, a local attorney, said
he hoped to be “a spokesman" for
the university. He said he would
also work for a long-range re
source allocation plan.
Kim Williams, the third candi
date in District 94, said students
are "knocking at the door” of votech schools and the schools
should be funded.
Williams said Montana should
be a “model example of energy

CB
• Cont. from p. 1.
and faculty members for use of
recreation facilities.
Ball said students are currently
carrying a heavy burden of the
recreation budget. Faculty and
staff members, who pay nothing
for the use of the facilities, should
pay their share, he said.
Ball’s other proposal was to
move the Campus Recreation
offices from the Women's Center
to the space now occupied by the
Instructional Materials Service in
the Men's Gym.
Instructional Materials will be
moving into the Classroom Build
ing, Ball said:
Both proposals received a vote
of approval from CB.
In the lengthiest debate of the
night, CB voted to support two
"silent vigils" on May 4 and 5, at the
ROTC offices on campus and at
the Armed Forces Recruiting Cen
ter on West Broadway.
The “silent vigils” will commem
orate the killings at Kent State and
Jackson State at the height of the
Vietnam War protests in May of
1970.
Support for the vigils was solicit
ed at a pre-CB Students for Justice
meeting at 5 p.m.
Diane Sands and Pat Davis, who
said they had been involved in anti

efficiency" for the rest of the nation
and then It would have the right to
"hold out" on digging coal "reck
lessly."
She said she favored annual
legislative sessions and said she
thought the 1979 session of the
Legislature would be one of "trying
to hold on" to what was done at the
last session.
House District 95
Ann Mary Dussault, incumbent
state representative, is running
unopposed in District 95, which
encompasses the lower Rattles
nake, the area north of the Clark
Fork River and the area west of
Fort Missoula.
Dussault said she supports the
university and vo-tech funding.
She said she would work to
sponsor a bill for tax reform.
Montanans “got stuck with super
ficial tax relief, not reform" after
the last legislative session, she
commented. She said she would
also sponsor legislation to help the
developmentally disabled and
handicapped.
House District 96
The three candidates for House
District 96 also support funding of
the university and vo-tech sys
tems.
Jim Azzara said in addition to a
re-examination of cuts at the
university and vo-tech, he favors
land-use planning. He said he
would work for home rule and
legislation that would give local
governments more power. Azzara
said local governments should not

war protests during the early
1970s, appeared before the group
and requested the support for the
vigils.
With 11 of 20 CB seats, SFJ
voted in bloc for the resolution.
The debate centered around the
use of the word “murders" in the
support resolution.
John Waugh, another CB

“have to go begging" to the state
Legislature.
Chris Vollnkaty said she would
support the university and she said
she hoped to "change the image of
the University of Montana as
raising a lot of hippies.”
She said she would work for
social programs involving the
developmentally disabled. Vollnkaty, the wife of Missoula attorney
Richard Vollnkaty, said money for
social services should be spent for
"service to people, not for paper
work."
Sam Wolfe, a Ravalli County
representative in 1975, said he
would work for land-use planning
and for funding the university
system.
District 96 includes the down
town area south of Railroad Street
to Mount Avenue.
House District 100
John Seeberger, a Missoula
banker, said he was running to give
incumbent Republican Rep. Ralph
Eudaily "some competition.” He
said he favored funding the univer
sity and he said tax reform was
needed. District 100 takes in Pattee
Canyon and the area west of
Russell Street to Highway 93.
House District 24
Incumbent Rep. Harry Hansen
said he would work to put people
on welfare to work and to reduce
the “government dole."
Joe Magone, a Superior resi
dent, said he would like to see an
improvement in the welfare admin
istration system so people in

member, and faculty advisor Mi
chael Urban argued to keep
"murders" in the resolution.
Brad Newman, CB member,
introduced an amendment to in
sert "killin g s" in place of
"murders." After more debate,
Newman withdrew the amendment
and the original version was ap
proved.

George Ladanye said he be
lieves the 55 mph speed limit
should be more strictly enforced.
He said the speed limit is a "farce"
and offenders should be cited for
reckless driving rather than fined.
Ladanye also said he believes an
insurance commissioner is needed
to study the state's insurance laws.
He said "antiquated" laws should
be eliminated.
James Hensel said the legisla
ture is "top heavy" with lawyers
and that "middle class representa
tion” is needed.
House District 97
He said duplication of services in
Steve Waldron, incumbent re
presentative in District 97, said he the university system should be
would work for lobbyist disclosure eliminated. He also said he would
legislation. He said the public has a favor legislation channeling Fish
right to know “how much money is and Game funds collected for
being spent and who it is being license violations to the creation of
winter range for big-game animals.
spent on.”
District 99 includes the area
He said he would support legis
lation to aid battered women and southwest of the university from
that he hopes to introduce a bill in Mount Avenue to lower Pattee
the House to ban non-returnable Canyon and east of Sentinel High
School to South Higgins.
glass containers.
No Democratic candidate has
District 97 includes the south
portion of the city of Missoula from filed for a seat in House District 98,
Stephens Avenue to Reserve which includes the Orchard
Homes and Ft. Missoula area.
Street.
Republican candidates for Mis
soula County legislative seats will
House District 99
Two candidates filed last week speak Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
for the Democratic seat in District pity Council Chambers in City
Hall.
99.

outlying districts could receive
unemployment compensation
checks sooner. He said people in
outlying districts often receive
their checks late or do not receive
them at all.
J. W. Washburn, who has filed
for a seat in District 24 was not at
the meeting and could not be
reached by telephone.
House District 24 takes in the
western portion of Missoula
County to the county line.

ISTEAK & EGGSI
Steak, 2 eggs
hash browns, toast

*2.49

OPEN 24 HOURS

COtTMTST
KITCHEN
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3701 Brooks • 728-7119

10th Annual Kyi-Yo Indian Youth Conference

Concert Tickets

“INDIAN UNITY THROUGH PHYSICAL,
MENTAL, AND SPIRITUAL AWARENESS"

Available at the Memory Banke

April 27-29

★Amazing Rhythm Aces

• panel presentations,
keynote speakersMT Rooms
• art exhibit, high school
art contest-UC

May 15th Wilma Theatre
(Limited to 1,000 Tickets)

★B ill Cosby
May 5th Adams Fieldhouse

★T e d Nugent
May 12th Adams Fieldhouse

• traditional feed,
give-a-way—
oval or field house
• Indian dance—
field house
• three and five mile race

Sponsored by Kyi- Yo Indian Club

★Kegger

S pecial acknow ledgem ent to ASOM, and
M ontana C om m ittee fo r the H um anities

May 17th

COMING SOON:
VASSAR CLEMENTS
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL

V

The Memory Banke
140 E. BROADWAY

INTERNATIONAL BUFFET
Followed by Foreign Students Variety Show

Saturday
April 29 — 6 P.M.

University Center
Gold Oak Room

Tickets Available at:
Stoverud’s, Bon M ercantile Record Shop,
Lodge 110, UC Bookstore Ticket W indow
A

$3.75

No Tickets Sold at the Door
Sponsored by UM International Students Association

Put Excitement and Meaning
Into Your Life
See Reps — Univ. C enter
|

LAST TIME ON CAMPUS

Missoula’s ‘Sun Day’ to be week-long affair
By CATHY KRADOLFER
Montana Kalinin Contributing Reporter

The observance of Sun Day in
Missoula will be more than a oneday event.
A week of activities that will
feature a renewable energy fair, a
workshop to build solar collectors
and a seminar by one of the
founders of Earth Day, will
culminate in a tour of solar homes
in Missoula on Sun Day, May 3.
AERO-West, the western
affiliate of Montana's Alternate
Energy Resource Organization, is
sponsoring most of the events.
However, Scott Sproull, director of
AERO-West, said the observance
of Sun Day will be community
wide. He said Missoula grade
school and high school science

teachers are planning to teach a
class dealing with the sun and
some University of Montana
professors are requiring students
to write papers on the sun.
Also, Nuclear Vote, a group
sponsoring a nuclear power ballot
initiative, and the Progressive
Student Union are planning an
alternative energy conference
Friday, May 5, of Sun Week.
World-Wide
Sun Day will be celebrated
world-wide and is planning as an
"extra push” for solar energy.
"The idea,” he said, "is to
increase people’s awareness of
solar energy as a renewable and
viable energy source."
With that in mind, Sproull said,
AERO-West will "kick-off” the

Publications Board
Applications Now Available
For New Members
Deadline
May 5, 5 p.m.
Pick up & turn in applications
in UC 105

Wepay
asyougrow*
M a n y N e w E n g la n d Life c a m p u s repre s e n ta tiv e s fin d th e m s e lv e s E arn ing
re s p e c ta b le in c o m e s w h ile still in c o lle g e .
But w hat's m o re im p ortan t than e x tra m o n e y is th e c h a n c e to g e t a running
start o n your p ost g ra d u a te c a re e r O u r inte rn ship p ro g ra m involves o n ly a lim ited
a m oun t o f yo u r tim e.
Yet, w h e n c o lle g e is over, you 'll b e fully p re p a re d for a full tim e c a re e r. In fact,
you m a y h a v e u p to a y e ar's e x p e rie n c e .
C a ll u s today W e 'll find o ut rig ht a w a y if you q u a lify .
A n d if you d o , w h e n y o u ’re re a d y for th e b u s ine ss w o rld , y o u ’ll a lre a d y b e
in b usiness.

Pete Nauditt
Donald E. Ford Agency
901 South Higgins
728-8610

An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F

New England Mutual Life Insurance Company, Boston, MA 02117

BILL COSBY
May 5

8 p.m.

Fieldhouse

TICKETS: $5 & $6 reserved seating
tickets available at: Eli’s, U C Bookstore
M em ory Banke and Vo-Tech Bookstore

sponsored by ASUM Programming

week's activities with a workshop
Saturday on how to build solar
collectors, and a renewable
energy fair Sunday.
About 30 people wilt spend
Saturday building six solar
collectors for heating water. The
workshop will begin at 9 a.m. at the
Horizon House, 323 W. Alder St.,
with a slide show of step-by-step
in stru ction s fo r b u ild in g a
collecto r. The cost of the
workshop is $10 per person and $5
for AERO members. Enrollment is
limited to 30.

in using solar or other forms of
renewable energy.
‘‘We're hoping people will come
with thousands and thousands of
questions.” Sproull said. "We want
to make them aware that the cost
of installing solar systems is
competitive, not prohibitive, even
in Western Montana."
Sproull said two bluegrass
bands will play at the fair and $200
in prizes will be given to persons
under 18 who enter projects in the
renewable energy contest, which
is part of the fair.

Demonstraton Center
Sproull said the collectors will
eventually be used with eight
others to provide heat and hot
water for Horizon House, where
the AERO-West offices and
alternative-energy library are
situated. Sproull said AERO hopes
to make Horizon House a demon
stration center for renewable
energy systems by installing the
solar collectors, a wind-powered
generating system, a waterless
toilet and a greenhouse.
The third annual New Horizons
Fair, which begins at 11 a.m.
Sunday in the parking lot on the
corner of Alder and Orange next to
Horizon House, is also designed to
“alert” people to the uses of solar
energy, Sproull said.
The fair will have exhibits by
about 40 Western Montana dealers
and manufacturers of systems
available to Montanans interested

Visions of tomorrow
Other activities in connection
with Sun Day include:
—Monday, May 1—A talk and
multi-media presentation entitled
"Visions of Tomorrow” about
man's changing view of his
environment from 1950 to the
present by Sam Love, one of the
coordinators of Earth Day, a 1970
event focusing on environmental
problems, and one of the founders
of the Environmental Action
Foundation.
The program will begin at 7:30
p.m. at the Palace Hotel.
—Tuesday, May 2—Slideshows
on the history of solar energy
development and its uses for
homes, schools and businesses
will be presented by AERO-West
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 201 of the
Missoula County Courthouse.
—Wednesday, May 3—Sun
Day—A tour of solar energy

projects in Missoula, including
homes using solar energy, a solarheated swimming pool and a solar
green house, will be sponsored by
AERO-West.
Tours begin at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
and the cost is $2 per person. The
tours leave by bus from Horizon
House and are limited to 40
persons.
—Friday, May 5—Nuclear Vote
and the Progressive Student
Union will sponsor an alternative
energy conference. Matt Jordan,
Missoula County coordinator of
Nuclear Vote, said the conference
will feature debates on the
Bonneville Power Administration,
Colstrip and nuclear energy.
Conference
David Brower, president of
Friends of the Earth International
will be the keynote speaker,
Jordan said. Other speakers will
include members of the Northern
Plains Resource Council, the
Montana Coal Council, the BPA
and the Sierra Club.
J or d a n sai d t he g r o u p
tentatively plans to have the
conference outside on the UM
campus, but if that is not possible
it will be at the University
Congregational Church, 401
University Ave.

Tour scheduled
The University of Montana
Women’s Club will conduct a
house tour tomorrow' to raise
money for the restoration of the
Paxson paintings in the Missoula
County Courthouse.
Tours of homes located at 243
McLeod Ave., 29 Fort Missoula
and 5445 Skyline Drive will be
conducted from noon to 4 p.m.
The admission price of $1.50
may be paid at the homes.
Familiarity breeds contempt and children.
—Mark Twain

Knowledge will mean power for Akey, says Norman
By GREG AMMONDSON
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Although the student represen
tative in the University of Montana
collective bargaining process has
no voting power, he still may be
able to protect the student interest,
Sen. Bill Norman, D-Missoula, said
recently.
“Knowledge is power" for UM
students, said Norman, who nur
tured a bill through the state
Senate which gave students a role
in the negotiations.
The right to observe the closeddoor negotiations gives the stu
dent representative “a foot in the
door" to traditionally private facul
ty-administration negotiations, he
said.
A student role in collective
bargaining is almost unprecedent
ed. Only Fitchburg State College
in Massachusetts has similar stu
dent participation.
Larry Akey, the elected student
representative, said his role in the

process is basically a "watchdog"
or "whistle-blowing" role. He em
phasized his right to confront the
regents if the completed contract
is unacceptable to students.
Norman's bill gives the student
representative the right to observe
collective bargaining negotiations,
participate in management cau
cuses, meet and confer with the
representatives of both sides be
fore negotiations and meet with
the regents before the contract is
ratified by the Board of Regents.
Norman said the attitudes of
legislators were not conducive to
giving students any power.
“Why do something for the
radical students at UM" was a
common viewpoint of legislators,
he said.
Even proposing the idea of a
student representative as a mere
observer got Norman “flak” from
legislators, he said.
To ensure students were en
abled at least to observe negotiathe student representative was

aligned with management by de
fault, he said, adding “ I don’t think
students should be aligned with
either side.”
But the idea of having a student
representative In the collective
bargaining process was a "sticky
proposition," he said.
"The student is the unwanted
guest" during negotiations, he
said. "You can't have a student
messenger carrying tales between
caucuses."
Norman said the bill protecting
the student interest passed be
cause a restriction was attached —
enable a student to observe what
really happens during negotia
tions, but forbid that person from
actively participating.
The student representative is in
a "helluva spot,” Norman said. "He
bites his fingernails while the
negotiators talk about his life. He
can't vote, can’t talk to the press
and can't tell anyone what’s going
on."
The student has the right to meet

with labor before negotiations, but
Akey said he didn't know whether
It is implicit in the law that he
cannot talk with labor during the
negotiations.
Since labor and management
cannot meet without the presence
of the student representative, the
representative can tell the Board of
Regents, before it ratifies the
contract, what happened during
negotiations.
If the representative explains
that he was excluded through fault
or malice, this could undercut the
validity of the contract, Norman
said.
Commenting on the role of the
regents, Norman said the board is
"the fourth branch of govern
ment," and if it approves a contract
“it's none of the Legislature's busi
ness."
The Legislature has no direct
control over the universities, he
said. The regents control the
actual administration of a universi
ty-

Norman said some’ legislators
think that the Legislature can be
"irresponsible" toward UM be
cause UM is the responsibility of
the regents.
The Legislature does hold the
“purse strings," he said, but if the
Legislature refuses to adequately
fund the collective bargaining
contract, the regents would proba
bly cut more faculty or raise
student fees.
A "link" has been broken in the
organization of the university
system, he said.
The idea of removing "dirty
politics” in the Legislature from the
“clean” educational system by
empowering the Board of Regents
has resulted in the Legislature not
exercising responsibility for the
universities, and as a result, the
"students get it in the neck,”
Norman said.
It was beautiful and simple as all
truly great swindles are.
—O. Henry

Teamup with
Winners from
the Rivet Rack
LEVIS’, CAMPUS, ADIDAS,
WRANGLER ARE AMONG
THE WINNERS YOU’LL
FIND IN OUR SUPER
SELECTION OF
FASHION fo r ACTION!

GUYS, GALS, MOMS, DADS,
KIDS CAN ALL GET IN ON
THE ACTION AT

THE RIVET RACK

ALL-PURPOSE I j
SUPPORTER
I
SHORT FOR YOUR
CHOICE OF ACTION!

U J ilu m

SOHO OR O fHIM
co lo n s WITH
CONTRASTING STRIPIS

SPECIAL
OFFER!
CAN O F TH REE
WILSON

CHAMPIONSHIP
TENNIS BALLS

y/ra n g le r

JUST

WITH ANY
ADIDAS
PURCHASE!

Levi's
SPO R TSW EA R

TREMPER'S

SHOPPING
CENTER

REG.
•3 "

VALUE!

N ot Just Alright. . .

Dynamite!

MON.-FRI. 9 9 ;
SAT. 9 1
•;
SUN. 11-4 j:

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
DUKE, IF THIS
SAMOAN 8 0 / IS
AS 6000AS you
SAY. THERE'S NO

HATH 'LAVA-LAVA"OUT THERE,
WE CAN CUT BACK ON OTHER
LINEMEN. THEY'D JUST 6E T IN
the way. anyw ay , a n d that

GOES FOR OFFENSE A S
W ELL AS DEFENSE.

w ay u e could

AFFORD H IM .

SEE, BEFORE EACH SOME,
THE BOY WORKS HIMSELF
WHATRB UP INTO SUCHA FEVER
YOU
PITCH THAT YOU HAVE
TALKING TO 1ST h im p l a y o n
ABOUT?
BOTH SQUADS!

yeah, i was justgo
ing over rr, and n s

no

COMPLETELY OUTOF UN E! CHOICE
U H ffTS THIS A90UTTHE ON THAT,
K IP NEEDING HtS OWN DUKE. HE'S
UNIVERSAL6YM ?
JUSTTOO
BIG FOR.THE
STANDARD
MODELS.

f /

HE'S A
GROWING
BOY. DUKE!
LOOK, YOU
WANTA COM
PETITOR OR.
NOT?

Handicapped to encourage
awareness of disabilities
Various Missoula community leaders will be invited to assume
different “disabilities" for a day and to attempt to go about their regular
schedules during National Handicapped Awareness Week, May 14-20.
The UM Handicapped Student Union will sponsor this and other
events scheduled for that week.
At a meeting of the union Tuesday, night, member Darla Garbe said
that City Council members would be asked to assume handicaps, a
different alderman each day of the week of May 15-19. The union decided
to ask other prominent figures to participate in the event, including UM
President Richard Bowers, Dean Richard Solberg and Sam Reynolds,
Missoulian editorial page editor.
Other events during the week will include:
• A festival of films about handicapped persons and how they live.
Films will be shown May 15, 7-9 p.m. in the community room at the
Missoula City-County Library, and May 16 in the UC Montana Rooms
11:30-1:30 p.m.
• An Equipment and Resource Fair at Holiday Village May 20, 9-5
p.m., which will include displays by manufacturers of equipment for
handicapped people and by physical therapists.

AIKIDO

Beneficiaries receive profits from 1977 kegger
A crowd of 1,200 student ga
thered on the Oval at noon as three
members of the Silvertip Skydiving
Club descended, scattering slips
The Missoula Liquid Assets of paper which concealed several
Corporation yesterday donated free tickets to the May 17 event.
profits from last year’s benefit The kegger will be at the K.O.
kegger to local organizations and Rodeo grounds.
gave away tree tickets during preMcNaught said five free tickets
kegger kick-off ceremonies on the worth $8 each were dropped.
Oval.
David Townsend, junior in jour
MLAC Director Jeff McNaught nalism, walked into the UC Mall
presented checks to representa shortly after noon and dumped an
tives of two of the three recipient armload of paper slips onto an
organizations — $3,300 for the MLAC t-shirt and pitcher sales
University of Montana library book table.
Townsend said he collected
fund and $850 for KUFM. The
Missoula County Sheriff’s Youth them to protest MLAC’s littering
Program was not represented but the campus with paper without
cleaning up afterwards.
it will also receive $850.
By VICTOR RODRIGUEZ
Montana Kalinin Raportar

Bands scheduled for this year’s
kegger include Elvin Bishop, the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Bandt and the Live
Wire Choir. A fourth band has not
yet been signed, McNaught said,
adding the band will be a surprise.
Tickets for the seventh Aber Day
event went on sale yesterday at the
Associated Students Store, Eli’s
Records and the Memory Bank.
Ticket prices are: $8 in advance, $9
at Harry Adams Field House on
kegger day and $11 at the gate.

Tonight is . . .

Mexican Night

FILMS
Friday, 28‘h

W om en’s C enter 215
FREE

SEMINAR
Saturday, 29th
Sunday, 30th

at the

11-8
12-4

MS

FH Wrestling Room
Seminar Fee $15

SHACK

Guest Instructor:
HERSH ROBY, 2nd degree black belt

Mexican Dinner
$2.95
Pitchers of Michelob $1.50
Mexican Bottled Beer
75C

GOOD INTENTIONS
D O N T GO FAR
WITHOUT GOOD
PEOPLE

7 P.M.

Sponsored by UM Aikido Club

223 W, Front

549-9903

NOW AVAILABLE

G O O D PEOPLE N EED ED .
3,000 O P E N IN G S . STA R T
S U M M ER OR FALL. SEE
REPS — U N IV . C EN TER

LIBRARY K EG G ER P ITC H ER S

Pitcher Full of Beer

*1.50

WE POLLED ALL THE
STORES IN TOWN FOR
THEIR CURRENT PRICES
ON 16 GALLON KEGS.

Olympia
Coors
Lucky

Competition’s
Price

Our
Price

*27.50

*26.00
*24.50
*26.00

*25.50
*28.00

Why Buy Anywhere But at the Fairway?

And You Keep the Pitcher
HAPPY
i i ^ a aD

n U U rt

1

|K - 0 RODEO GROUND, MAY 17,1978
MISSOULA, MONTANA
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Open 10-2 Daily

93 STR IP
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SUPER HOT GROUP
No Cover

POKER, POOL
A N D FOOSBALL
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* 1 Pitchers
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SEA TTLE’S

Noon to 9 p.m.

FAIRWAY LIQUOR
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10-11
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A Com plete Stock of Wines and Liquors, too.

*1

5C Beers

250

500

Schooners
Highballs
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w
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s im k k

SHAKER

LOWEST
DRINKING
PRICES
WITH LIVE
MUSIC IN
TOWN
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Researcher questions use of nuclear weapons as diplomatic tools
By JAY KARL STEVENS
College P rtu Service

(CPS) — "There are going to be
catastrophes: oil rationing, food
shortages. I feel fairly confident
that there is going to be a major
nuclear power accident."
"I'm sorry to have to say that," he
adds, relaxing into thefoamrubber
recesses of the armchair.
“I don't think we can grasp
what an atomic bomb really
means.”
Michael Klare, author of War
Without End and the justpublished pamphlet, Supplying
Repression, is not a gratuitous
harbinger of doom. Currently a
member of the Institute for Policy
Studies — the leftist thinktank
located in Washington, D.C. — he
is one of those meticulous re
searchers who for years have
supplied the factual warp and woof
beneath the new left rhetoric.
“ I don't think we can grasp what
an atomic bomb really means,"
says Klare, likening the conceptual
difficulty to that of black holes or
infinite space. He is sitting, sipping
coffee, in the University Club at
Boulder, Colorado — the final stop
on his tour of college campuses.
"Rifles and machine guns are
easier to understand than a Mark
12 or M-X missile."
This gargantuan complexity,
contends Klare, has resulted in
tacit acceptance of current nuclear
policy, particularly the vogueish
philosophy of ‘limited nuclear war.'
"U.S. power in the world after
Vietnam declined enormously. We
simply can't afford to regain our
military lead, so the defense
planners have adopted strategies
depending on intimidation, gun
boat diplomacy and the expansion
of nuclear weapons and counter
force weapons which allow us to
retain the illusion of paramountcy."
“The whole idea of limited nu
clear war is to increase the inse
curities and fear of the Kremlin so
that in diplomatic crises, we can
threaten them into retreat.”
Klare, an avowed disarmament
advocate, questions the wisdom of
using the neutron bomb, Cruise
missile, killer lasers, HIT war
heads, M-Xs, MIRVs and MARVs
as weapons of diplomatic fear.
Isn't it possible, he asks, that we
could scare the Soviets right into
launching a nuclear attack?
The previous evening Klare
spent in an antiseptic lecture hall
in Denver, speaking for disarma
ment and against that hyphen
headed Hydra: the militaryindustrial-congressional complex.

ty, he observes, could explain
“why we have Herman Kahns
running around with nuclear sce
narios where only 14 million peo
ple get killed."
As most of the audience drifted
off to study or sleep or drink, a
lanky man leaning on a stack of
Militants began a theoretical dis
course on the place of nuclear
weapons In our economy, touch
ing bases as diverse as Keynesian
economics and counterinsurgen
cy and ending by throwing Klare
the challenge: "Aren't you really
talking about a socialist revolu
tion?"
No, he, Klare, had been talking
about disarmament. Can we skip
the revolution tonight. OK?
Klare levers himself out of the
chair. It is time for the luncheon
organized by the Conflict and
Peace Studies department and
scheduled to convene in the Uni
versity Club dining room at noon.
“Why is conflict first,” wonders
Klare, munching his salad. Out
side, the Colorado foothills are
streaked with snow. At this mo
ment, he is supposed to be in D.C.,
testifying on the "Arms Exports
and Control Act.” Congressman
Tom Downie is standing in for him.
"It may be easier to control small
arms sales," noted Klare, whose
pamphlet, Supplying Repression,
details the flow of arms, riot
control gear and surveillance devi
ces to police and internal security
forces of regimes like South Korea.
Iran and Nicaraugua.
"All the human rights rhetoric
floating around gives us an ideo
logical wedge particularly because
we are talking about relatively
minor arms sales and not the deals
of major corporations like Lock
heed or Boeing.
He agrees that President Carter
certainly regrets ever mentioning
human rights and when someone
points out that arm sales, despite
Carter's pledge of reduction, have
soared to $13.2 billion, Klare
laughs and says "that’s another

The hall was half full. During the
talk, a child highballed around the
hall, dragging a wooden train,
derailing it against desks, wastepaper baskets and finally his
embarrassed mother. His cry of
anguish, reminiscent of the Great
Northern hissing and ghostwalling
into Grand Forks, humanized what
had been a clinical discussion of
kill ratios, nuclear scenarios and
radiation death.
"What about Russia," a student
demanded after Klare completed
his pitch. “What about Russia?"
What about Russia? Klare dis
counts the scenario that the So
viets will blitzkrieg across Western
Europe. "What," he asks, "would
happen if Russia pulled its million
men out of the Ukraine and the
Eastern Bloc countries? I think
that given the absence of the
Warsaw Pact forces, the people
would revolt. Russia has occupied
Eastern Europe since 1945 and
they still haven't created a situa
tion where they can pull their
troops out and the likelihood of
doing it any better in Western
Europe is absurd. The cost of
occupying both West and East
would bankrupt Russia."
“The whole idea of limited
nuclear war is to Increase
the insecurities and fear of
the Kremlin so that in
diplomatic crises, we can
threaten them into retreat.”
He adds that a nuclear war
would damage the Soviet econo
my far more than ours because
their industry is geographically
more concentrated. “There are
only 200 targets in the Soviet
Union worth nuking."
Klare also emphasizes that WWII
left the Russians with a psycholog
ical appreciation of the devestation of a major war. The U.S., on
the other hand, has never been
bombed or attacked. That virgini

than these people."
In the record store he points out
a Styx album. "That's a great
record."
On the way to the airport we
take a detour past the Rocky Flats
Nuclear Weapons facility. A pur
posive steel village surrounded by
fence, it sits on a hardpan plain
“The U.S. has never been littered with thousands of rocks
bombed or attacked. That left by the glacier. Rocky Flats will
virginity could explain why produce the plutonium triggers to
we have Herman Kahns the neutron bomb. We pull our
Volvo over just shy of the security
r u n n in g a r o u n d w i t h
gate. A van pulls up opposite. We
nuclear scenarios where stare at each other. A nuclear age
only 14 million people get Mexican stand-off.
killed.”
A few miles south of Rocky Flats,
we pass the Coors Brewery: mile
are clock-watchers. To what after mile of concrete, windowless
lengths must you stoop to get a blockhouses. Lunar and terrifying.
Futuristic housing designed for
student to skip Soc. 219?
"People here are so negative,” after the war, it appears far more
says Klare as he scans the street menacing than Rocky Flats.
for a record store. “ I talk to "Quien sabes," says Kalre, hunch
Congressional aides all the time ing down in the seat, watching the
and they are people who know the arroyos pass and thinking of the jet
difficulties of getting a bill passed, lag that will hit when he reaches
but even they are more positive Washington.
statement he wishes he’d never
made."
The luncheon depresses him.
One man eloquently assures eve
ryone that yes he can conceive of a
nuclear explosion. The students
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Available In UC 104
Due By May 2
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Tonight
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Pitchers
of Beer

$1

Free Pool and Instruction
In the South Center

Coldest Beer in Town!!!
General Custer (Steve Bricker) is a graduate of
the tw o-year Arm y R O T C program. He liked it
. . .m aybe too much! You might too; hopefully,
not as much as Steve. If you’re a sophom ore or a
ju n io r w ith tw o years of c o lle g e left,
you probably qualify. W ouldn’t you like to
follow Steve’s footsteps? Well, he’s a nice guy.
Ask him about the tw o-year Arm y R O TC
program, 243-2681.

KEGS, Snacks, Groceries, Discount Gas . . .
On East Broadway Next to Perkins C ake & Steak

“Just Across the Bridge”

Department of
Military Science
Room 102

Men’s Gym

SOCIAL WORK Students interested in a fall or
summer practicum placement: See Sarah Scott
before May 9. UC 211. 243-5683._______ 91-7
POWDERHORN WINDRIVERS — largest selection
ever. At The TRAILHEAD. 543-6966.
91-3

classified ad policy
place your classified *d el kaimin office
journalism 206-a.
40C per 5-word line first Insertion
30C per 5-word line consecutive insertion
$1.00 minimum
lost/found & transportation free
deadline: noon day before insertion
ads not accepted by phone
pre-payment required

NEEDED: COMPANION for energetic boy age 5.
Tuesday and Thursday 12:10-1 on campus. 5490165.243-2262.
__________
91-2
POWDERHORN HORNITOS—an insane collection
of color. At The TRAILHEAD. 501 South Higgins.

lost or found
LOST: BLUE down vest on Sunday at Bonner Park.
Please return to ASUM offices._____
92-4
FOUND: MALE Blue Heeler that was hit by an
automobile at 5th and Higgins. He's fine, but is at
the Central Vet Clinic, or call 549-2865.
52-4
FOUND: A bicycle cable lock. Call 549-0486.

91-4

FOUND: SMALL plastic container with slides in it.
Found on S. 1st W. It says wildflowers on the
container. Call Joe, 549-0408.
91-4
LOST: ONE pair of white Nike tennis shoes with
black stripe in Copper Commons. Call 549-8268
after 4 p.m._______________________ 91~4
LOST: ONE year old black male cat with long hair,
gold eyes and broken tall. Madison St. area. Call
5 49 -5 40 0 ._______________________
MR. or MRS. Rick Baumgartner, your checks are at
the UC Info, desk.______________
90-4
LOST: CROSS silver pen engraved with name Bob
Green. Sentimental value. Please turn in to UC
90-4
Info. Center.______
LOST: SR50 Calculator in Music bldg. If found, call
519-4481.
90-4
WHOEVER FOUND my tent and sleeping bag on
Jacob's Island, please return them sometime to
the UC desk. No questions asked. Helpl
89-4
LOST: 2 wallets from LA building offices. Please
return to LA 125, Ralph Allenor LA118. Sue
Carmody.
89' 4

personals
RED_WORDS fail me, but the NRA eagle keeps
flapping its damn wings and squawking. “Recov
ery is Just around the corner.” — Maude. 92-1
POWDERHORN — LET our Breakwinds stop that
April chill. The TRAILHEAD. 543-6966.
91-3

NEUROTIC: GOT your dissertation done yet? So
what are you doing enjoying yourself harassing
seniors?______________ _________
92-1
DISCO DANNY: Fourteen dance-crazed disco
queens are waiting to assault your body to the
music of the Bee Gees at Arnold's. Be careful and
don't let them rip your three-piece. Love fronvtne
Disco-Czech Fan Club._______________ 92-1
IRON MIKE: Ice Cream, huh? A likely story.
Unchaperoned. I hear. Watch out. you don t want
to break training. Remember Samson and Whats92-1
h e r -n a m e ._________
LET THOSE who are unstoned throw the first dean.
And the professors. And the associate professor.
And the neurotic assistant._____________92-1
SMILING BOB: If you don't stop acting so cheerful
and answer the phones, we'll tell your sister. The
Depressed Seniors. ________ _
92-1
EX-TWO-TON: Congratulations!_____________
LM AS you are IMPATIENTLY waiting for every' thing to end, remember to enjoy yourself along the
way.
__________ _____________ 92-1
JEFF & S: For this rotten cold — you die! I have
infected your water bed, your stereo, your kitchen,
everything. Ha-ha-hee-hee-ho-ho._______ 92"1

201 South Fifth Street. Missoula. Montana 59801.
Interested applicants may send their resumes to
the same address c/o the Worship Committee.
The closing date for applicants is May 28.1978.
90-3

SEAFOOD CREPE dinner tonight at the Gilded Lily
Restaurant. 515 South Higgins._________ 92-1
GET YOUR kit together at the Bernina Sewing
Center. Frostline and Altra kits available for all
your outdoor fun. Bernina, 148 South Ave. West.
92-1

services_____________ __ ______ _

HOTCAKES WITH yogurt and whipped cream.
$1.35. Old Town Cafe. 127 Alder.
92-1
Live WITH a French or British family on UM's
Liberal Arts Study Abroad Program. Applications
taken now. 107 Main Hall.
90-4
FEMALE SEXUALITY: BY WOMEN, for women.
Group discussion. For information call Betty. 7287134. evenings. __________ _______ 90-4
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely
confidential listening, STUDENT WALK-IN. Stu
dent Health Service Building. Southeast entrance.
Weekdays 9 a.m.-5 p.m. and 8 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 8 p.m. to 12 p.m,
80-33
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY options — Call Marie
Kuffel at 728-3820, 728-3845, 549-7721.
80-33
CRISIS CENTER — confidential listening, outreach
help, and referrals for anyone, anytime. Call 5438277.___________________ ,________ 61-51
10C BEER 2 a.m. til 1 p.m. 8-9 p.m. THE TAVERN,
206110th and Kemp. Cheapest beer In town. Open
noon-2 a.m.
_________
77-36
KEGS Ice cold. THE TAVERN. 2061 10th and Kemp.
Coors $28.00 plus deposit. Lucky-Schlitz $28.00
plus deposit. Others can be ordered.____ 77-36
POOL TOURNAMENTS Mon. 8 p.m. singles Wed. 8
p m doubles. THE TAVERN. 206110th and Kemp.
77-36

help wanted

_________________

$180 WEEKLY Mailing Circulars! Start immediately.
Free details, Hunter, 1344A. Balboa, San Francis
co, CA. 94118.______________________ 92-5
nate energy? Come Tuesdaynight. May 2,
Business Ad 1.11 at 7:00.
_____ 92-2
SKI CLUB coordinators wanted: Apply in UC 104 by
May 2.____________________________ 92-1
DLJCS6R: Uncle Ben says, "Make em say uncle!"
jess says, "Grrrr” and Fr. Guito says “You mean
TEACHERS WANTED: West and other states.
‘FatherM"_____________ _____________92-1
Placements since 1946 Bonded. Southwest
Teachers Agency, Box 4337, Albuquerque. N-MROCK MUSIC, portable disco and light show. For ^
87196.____________________________ 92-1
hire, any time, any place. Price negotiable. 7215739.
_______
‘____________92-1
THE FIRST Presbyterian Church of Missoula.
Montana is looking for an experienced person to
FRENCH COOKING class inAvignon, France
lead their Adult Choir and another person to lead
available when you enroll in UM's Liberal Arts
their High School and Blue Denim Choirs.
Study Abroad Program. Details in 107 Main Hall.
Interested applicants may apply for either or both
92-4
positions. Salary is negotiable. Applicants should
have a good Christian attitude along with strong
leadership and work planning capabilities. These
positions require a person or persons with good
communication skills that can mold the members
of the various choir groups into a loving fellowship
that provide worship music solely to the Glory of
God.
Details of the job descriptions can be obtained by
calling or writing to the First Presbyterian Church.

Appropriate Energy Developers interested in alter

©

NURSERY SCHOOL for 1978-79. St. Paul's Luthe
ran Church. 202 Brooks Street. 2 sessions for 4
year old children M-W-F 9:00 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.
$21.00 per month T-Th 12:45 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
$14.00 per month. One session for 3 year old
children T-Th 9:00 a.m. to 11:15 a.m. $14.00 per
month. For pre-registration or more information
call 549-0425 or 549-7592._____________ 91-3
APPLICATION PICTURES. Special sitting and (6)
2x3 matt or glossy pictures. Reg. $17.50, now only
$12.50. Call for appointment 543-8239. Albert
Hamm. Photography. _______________ 77-21
DANCE Elenita Brown — internationally trained
BALLET — CHARACTER — MODERN — SPAN
ISH — PRIMITIVE & JAZZ — Missoula; Monday &
Friday. 728-1683._______
77-17
WOMEN'S PLACE — Health. Education and Coun
seling. Abortion, birth control, pregnancy, V.D..
rape relief, counseling for battered women. MonFri.. 2-8 p.m. 543-7606.
2-110

t y p i n g ________________
ACCURATE EXPERIENCED typing. 543-6835.
92-21
TYPING DONE in my home. Please call Jackl —549THE TYPING CHARACTERS — fast, accurate
90-16
typing. 273-0274 or 728-4314.
90-8
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. 549-0545.
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate.
86-16
542-2435.
80-33
THESIS TYPING, 549-7958.
TYPING: IBM Selectric. 728-1370.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE — 728-7025.
44-68
43-72 '

RUSH TYPING. Lynn, 549-8074.

RIDERS needed to Seattle, who can help share gas
Leave Fri.. return Sun. Call 549-5263.
92-4
RIDE NEEDED to Billings Thurs.. April 27 or Fri.
April 28. Help pay for expenses. Call Jeame at 7287 2 1 8 . ______________________ 90-4
RIDE NEEDED to Spokane Fri.. April 28. return Sun..
April 30 Will help with gas & expenses. Call 2434789.
90-4
RIDE NEEDED to Great Falls on May 5. Must leave
around noon. Will share expenses. Call 243-4229.
90-4
RIDE NEEDED to Helena on Fri.. April 28. before
1:00. Call Debby. 549-5896.
90-4

for tale
FOR SALE: Super Guide Mountaineering-Hiking
Boots. Used only twice. Excellent shape. Men's 99%. $70. 549-8467. Evening.
92-2
PUREBRED BLACK Lab pup 10 weeks old. $25.5498467. evenings. ___________________ 92-2
FOR SALE by bid: 1963 20 pass. Dodge bus. as is.
Right to reject any or all bids reserved. Call Civil
Air Patrol. 543-3794. bids close May 22. 1978.
91-2
5-SPOKE Mag wheels w/Goodyear Redials. $140 or
best offer. 728-3316._________________ 91-3
THE U of M Federal Credit Union. 800 E. Beckwith,
has recently repossessed a 1977 AMC Matador
S/W along with a 1976 JVC component stereo
system and TV. The Credit Union will be accepting
sealed bids on these items through April 30,1978.
The U of M Federal Credit Union reserves the right
to refuse any and all bids. Phone: 243-2331. 86-8
HARPSICHORD and CLAVICHORD, 549-5569.
86-8
CARPET SAMPLES for sale 10Cto$1.50 each. Small
carpet remn'ts 50%off regular prices. GERHARDT
FLOORS since 1946.1358% W. Broadway. 85-10
BUYING-SELLING. Better used albums and tapes.
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or
your money promptly refunded. The Memory
Banke, 140 E. Broadway, downtown.
77-36

transportation

automotive

RIDE NEEDED to Portland anytime soon! Cheryl.
728-5778._______ *
92-4
RIDE NEEDED: from Billings to Missoula. Sun.,
April 30. Call Toni, 549-7295.___________ 92-2

1968 NOVA — very dependable. Has some dents.
92-3
$275. 549-0984._______
FOR SALE: 1965 Dodge Monaco. Very good
90s8ndition. Lauren, 543-5447.
89-3

RIDE NEEDED to Chicago on June 8. Return July
11. Will share expenses. Call 549-7979.
' 92-4

motorcycles

ONE OR TWO riders needed to Oregon coast on
May 5. Call 549-8833, ask for Rob._______ 92-4

1975 YAMAHA RD350. Good condition, extras. $625
or best offer. 549-0254.
92-3

NEED RIDER to Seattle, Thurs.. p.m. or Fri., a.m. —
back Sun. Share expenses & driving. Call Shelly,
549-8219.
92-4

for rent

b T J( S

■

77-36

RIDE NEEDED to W. Colorado or Salt Lake City area
— May 1st. call Ira. 543-8941 between 4-12 92-4

i

"Bit!

• CLASSES* SEMINARS
• COSMIC WORKSHOPS
• GUEST LECTURES "CHARTING

SUBLET 2-bdrm. apt., furnished plus washer and
dryer. $275. Utilities, garbage included. Next to
Greenough. Call 728-3999.
92-2

roommates needed
ROOMMATE NEEDED immediately. Share apt. —
own room — $80. Call 728-8736.
92-3
FEMALE NONSMOKER wants same to help look for
and share apt. for summer quarter. Call 243-2560.

• ASTROLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY BOOKS •

W

LARGEST SELECTION IN THE NORTHWEST

MARVEL LA CASSE •

Professional Astrologer - A.F.A. Member

DRAWER 9 • BONNER. MONTANA 59823 . (4061 258-6224

„ „ „ „

SUITE 505 • 543-8748

HOURS

BOOK SHOP WEST. MONT. BANK BLDG. 10 A.M.-5 P.M./MON.-SAT.

PUBLICATIONS
BOARD
Is Accepting
Applications For

SU M M ER K A IM IN
Co-Editors
Deadline May 5
Applications
Available
in UC 105

Applications and Job Descriptions
for ASUM Programming
Director and Business Manager
are now available In UC 104
Applications due by M ay 1

.f ltV E B S lty

WELCOME

CENTER

To KYI-YO Conference

%

E n jo y Y ourselves in M is s o u la

Best Rates In Town!
Play Pinball—Win Six Packs

V

"ECRenTiON
243-2733

H iggins & B ro ad w a y ’

OPEN
Afternoons & Evenings

Last Week’s Winners:
8-Ball—Bev Fergusen
Mars Trek — Richard Radke
Hang Glider — Robert Van Dover
Big Deal — Bill Sloss
Faces — John Barrenger
Bowl-O — Wayne Kashke

J

Indian conference begins today
"Indian Unity through Physical,
Mental and Spiritual Awareness" is
the theme of the 10th annual KyiYo Indian Conference that begins
on the University of Montana
campus today and continues
through Saturday evening.
Between 2,500 and 3,000 people
are expected to attend the confer
ence, according to-Louie Clayborn, conference coordinator.
Tribes from Canada, Washington,
California, Nevada, Idaho, Wyom
ing, North and South Dakota will
be represented at the conference,
he said.
This year's theme was chosen
because “Indians need to unify
now more than at any other time in
their history," Clayborn said.
Registration for the conference
is from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. today at the
Native American Studies Building
at 730 Eddy Ave.
The conference will open with a
social gathering at the University

• Aquatic training, 8 a m., UC
Montana Rooms.
• Peace Corps, interviews, 8
a.m., UC Montana Rooms.
• Noon Forum, Kim Williams,
Democratic candidate for Monta
na House district 94. UC Mall.
• University Affairs luncheon,
noon, UC Montana Rooms.
• KYI-YO Youth Conference
social get-together, 4 p.m., UC
Ballroom.
• Mortar Board meeting, 6 p.m.,
UC Montana Rooms.
• American Association of Uni
versity Women book pre-sale, 7-9
p.m., county fairgrounds, Home
Arts Building, $1 admission.

Center Ballroom beginning at 4
p.m.
At 9 a.m. Friday Allen Parker,
chief legal counsel of the Native
American Policy Review Commis
sion, will lecture on political and
economic unity.
A panel discussion featuring
representatives from Montana's
tribal governments will follow
Parker's speech.
John Wooden Legs, a Northern
Cheyenne tribal leader will speak
at 1:30 p.m. on physical, mental
and spiritual awareness. Another
panel discussion will follow his
speech.
Henrietta Whiteman, director of
Native American Studies at UM,
will speak on "A Perspective:
Native American Studies in Educa
tion, Past, Present and Future" at
4:30 p.m.
A pow-wow will begin Friday
evening at 7 in the field house.
Specialty dance and drum teams
from each of Montana's reserva
tions will perform. The pow-wow
will continue on Saturday at 7 p.m.
Another feature of the pow-wow
will be a “give away” in which
particular Indian people will be
honored with gifts. Traditionally
those honored can keep the gifts

or give them to someone else they
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
wish to honor, Clayton said.
Business money can talk, court rules
Two long distance running
The Supreme Court, In a 5-4 decision, ruled yesterday that
events will begin at noon Saturday.
A five-mile run will begin at the corporations have a right to speak out on political issues and can spend
Club Chateau and a three-mile run corporate money to do so. The court's ruling gives all corporations full
at the Circle K store in East free speech rights previously enjoyed only by corporations in the
Missoula. Both runs will finish at communications or entertainment business. Justice Lewis F. Powell,
the playing fields at the north end who wrote the court's majority opinion, said, "The press does not have a
of the UM campus. Only persons monopoly on either the First Amendment or the ability to enlighten." He
registered for the conference are said the inherent worth of speech as a means of informing the public
eligible to participate in the runs. does not depend upon the identity of its source. The decision struck
An art show will open late down a Massachusetts law that barred corporations and banks from
Thursday afternoon in the UC spending money to make their views known on issues not materially
Lounge and will continue through affecting their businesses. Dissenting Justice Byron R. White said the
Saturday. Also an art sale will be ruling "casts considerable doubt" on the constitutionality of laws in 31
states that place various limits on political activity by corporations.
conducted in the UC Mall.
Saturday afternoon a traditional
C allfano warns of asbestos danger
feast at McCormick Park will
As many as 5.6 million Americans may die of lung cancer or other
feature buffalo tripe, frybread and diseases as a result of exposure to asbestos in shipyards or other work
buffalo meat.
places, Health, Education and Welfare Secretary Joseph A. Califano
The pow-wow Saturday night warned yesterday. To support his warning, Califano cited studies
will close the conference.
predicting that more than half of those exposed to asbestos fiber may die
The conference is sponsored by of asbestos-related diseases. It is estimated that eight to 11 million men
the Kyi-Yo Indian Club with the and women have been exposed to the dangerous airborne asbestos
help of ASUM and the Montana fibers in their work places since the beginning of World War II. Califano
Committee for the Humanities. said studies show that concentrated exposure to asbestos, even for as
The public is invited to attend the little as one month, may result in cancer 15 to 35 years later. He said an
conference, Clayborn said.
estimated 1.5 to two million people have already died as a result of their
The conference is about $2,500 exposure to the fiber.
over its budget, Clayborn said.
Participants in the conference are
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT MIDNIGHT ONLYI
being asked to donate $1 at
registration, he said.

“BREATHTAKING. A SPECIAL FILM
"RE M A RK ABLE AND M EM O R ABLE."
—Judith Cost, Saturday R w fie

" A QUITE PERFECT FILM .”
—Archer Wwqien, N Y P a n

FRIDAY a SATURDAY ONLY1

3

Woody Allen
Winners . . .

cWoody*

A CA DEM Y

cAUea

A iA A R D
W IN N E R

cD i a i \ e

‘Keaton
“§ l e e p e f ”

Emonuel I W g l presents
An Arthur Cohn Production " R o d an d White in Color"
Directed By Jeon- Jacques Annoud
Original Screenplay By Jean-Jacques Annoud.
Georgo Conchonf Afcrsic By Pierre RocheM
Produced By Arthur Cohn. Jacques Perno.
C a rg o Sitvogni G D

United Artists

rnur t n

i

( ^ si^

woody alien’s
bananas”
[GP1<&3& COLOR ,

T h u r s d ay through Tu es d ay

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

uthmigqins

Showptac* of Montana

WILMA
543-7341

LAST DAY! THE COMEDY OF THE DECADE . . .

FANS OF THE KING OF HEARTSI

A MOVIE
fpQ l

Advance Ticket* on
M l* from 10:30 P.M.
Friday and Saturday.
Admlaalon $2.50.

B e s t F o re ig n F ilm o f T h e Tfeor

1

“Hooray for Jill Clayburghl She makes the lump to star In
this marvelous film.”
—People M agazine

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF
“HARRY AND TONTO”

a

a

.

.

un/ffharried
IT w-man
WOODY ALLEN’S
“Everything you always
wanted to know about sex$
$ BUT WERE AFRAIDTOASK ”
(SJ.&& coio*

Undid Artwti

7:00
n .n n

G O W EST!
Drive-In
Hwy. 10 West
5 Miles West of Airport

20th Century-Fox Presents

------ — -------------- PAUL MAZURS ICY'S--------------

AN UNMARRIED WOMAN
■ILL CLAYBURGH ALAN BATES
-—

Starts at Dusk
Films Shown in
The Order Above

i i

"

lU rrin g ------------------------------------ — — ---------------------

c o - s ta rr in g

MICHAEL M URPHY CLIFF G O R M A N
Produ ced b y PAUL MAZURSKY an d TONY RAY W ritten And D irected by PAUL MAZURSKY
M u sk BILL CONTI Now In PApefback from Avon
c ocoa ev m oviiiab r « iN tsm » » tu x i"

WORLD
THEATRE
2023SOUTH HWOWS

PH.728Q0RS

Screenplay by JAMES LEE BARRETT and CHARLES SHYER & ALAN MAN0EL
Story by HAL NEEDHAM & ROBERT L LEVY ■ Music by BILL JUSTIS and JERRY REED
Directed by HAL NEEDHAM Produced by M0RT ENGEL BERG : • . . >- •-.
A RASTAR Production ■ A UNIVERSAL Picture • Technicolor*

OPEN 7:00 P.M.
“Smokey and the Bandit”
at 7:15 and 9:15

The Beautiful

I

ROXY
543-7341

SPRING TAPE SALE
TEAC

MPIOIMEEIT

(M
)pioneer:
R T -7 0 1 O p e n R e e l— S e rv o D ire c t D riv e

R T -2022

TAPE DECK

A p r o f e s s io n a l- q u a lit y ta p e d e c k y o u d o n ’ t h a v e
t o b e a p r o t o a ffo r d .

Pioneer presents a new generation of styling and
performance in 7 inch open reel tape decks. Such
features as: mic/line mixing, wide throw VU meters,
±6% pitch control, and more.

*3 -m o to r,
3 -h e a d .
2-speed (15 Si V h ips)
•Professional 2 track, 2
channel system with
separate tape transport,
head and electronics
modules

$389

SUGG.
RETAIL
$525.00

SU6G.
RETAIL

$1,250

*888

Teac’s top-rated, top-load cassette deck with such
features as: DC servo motor, auto-stop,
high density ferrite heads,
and more.

SUGG.
RETAIL
$ 200.00

*149
AKAI

AKAI

AKAI

4000DS MKII
3 HEAD OPEN
REEL DECK

G X C -7 3 0 D S T A T E O F T H E A R T F R O N T L O A D

C S -7 0 2 D F R O N T L O A D IN G C A S S E T T E

f

A-170S TOP RATED
TOP LOAD CASSETTE DECK

E l

!« • §
AKAI

CS-7020

Akai’s sturdy three-heac
open reel deck for the
tape enthusiast who is
on a budget. Such fea
tures as mic/line
mixing and auto-shut-ofi

k 1 r£ > ft

•

Akai's excellent value front loading cassette deck
with such features as: full-release auto stop, mul
tiplex filter circuit, and 'Dolby noise reduction.

SUGG.
RETAIL

$200.00

Akai’s state-of-the-art, front loading, auto-reversing,
cassette deck with GX heads. Features and versatil
ity that must be seen to be appreciated.

*159

SUGG.
RETAIL
$585.00

Scotch
H IG H L A N D E R 1 2 0 0 R E E L -T O -R E E L

Dynarange
90 Minute
8-track

*459

SUGG.
RETAIL
$385.00

*249

Scotch
CLASSIC 18U0 REEL-TO-REEL

Scotch

60

S cotch
low
noise ferric iron
oxide ta p e for
gen era l
pur
pose recording.
Easy to w rite on
c artridge label.
2-B ag

SUGG.
RETAIL
$5.98

•T R A D E M A R K
D olby Labs, Inc.

rx x x a ia
Scotch 7" reel tape designed for
long term storage and reliable
performance after multiple replays
and re-recordings.

Scotch 7” reel tape for the audiophile.
Greater sensitivity and lower noise than
most professional reel-to-reel tapes.

S A -C 9 0 ,

SUGG.
RETAIL
$8.49

SUGG.
RETAIL
$3.99

TEAC

90 min. recording time

® 1u K

$099

Your best

catalog showrooms
Sale Ends April 30

3801 Reserve, M ISSO U LA

_

